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Marker
Step riser recessed

MARKER is a luminaire designed to
illuminate stairs and to be recessed in
the riser of the steps. It is characterized
by the complete absence of glare thanks
to a positioning system of the light source,
purposely engineered for the best control and
downward orientation of light, safety and the
visible comfort are totally guaranteed.

Walker
Wall recessed

Neat lines, essential shapes, high
performances: WALKER is a wall recessed
luminaire developed to enlighten floors with
a wide and well-directed light avoiding any
glare effect. The front frame, with no visible
screws, is fixed through a spring locking
system that preserves the elegant and wellproportioned aesthetic.

www.simes.it/marker-walker
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MARKER

Step riser recessed

Die-cast EN AB-47100 aluminium
housing with high corrosion resistance.
Toughened glass diffuser.
Stainless steel screws.
Luminaire with double cable entry and
cable glands.
Silicone gaskets.
Double powder paint.

/ WALKER

Protection class
IP65
Isolation class
CLASS I y
Mechanical resistance of glass
IK 10

Leds 4000K CRI80 versions are
available on request.

Colour (MARKER):
Aluminium grey (code 14)
Colours (WALKER):
White

(code 01)

Aluminium grey (code 14)

For the latest technical information
and luminaire updates with LED
technology please refer to
www.simes.it
REGISTERED DESIGN

MARKER absence of glare
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Wall recessed

MARKER

S.6325W

H = 0.1 m

MID-POWER LEDs 3000K CRI80 530lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 67lm
Rated input power 8,3W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC Not Dimmable
Recessing box not included
Reinforced fixing system with screws.
86 3

65

310

lux

S.6329
RECESSING BOX
for MARKER
305 x 79mm
Depth 86mm

WALKER
S.6320W

86 3

lux
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310

H = 0.3 m

MID-POWER LEDs 3000K CRI90 1090lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 346lm
Rated input power 13,5W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC Not Dimmable
Recessing box not included
Spring lock system for a total absence
of visible screws.

S.6329
RECESSING BOX
for WALKER
305 x 79mm
Depth 86mm
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